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Individual neurons in the human brain can efficiently perform so-called Boolean operations; a type of algebraic operations that include union, subtraction and intersection. Computing systems that ...
Researchers fabricate logic gates based on neuristors made of 2D materials
The everlasting rat’s nest that is scientific computing data management, the permanent striving for more advanced-level processing power, and investments in new fabs for advanced chips are HPC topics ...
HPC in the News: Data Management Automation and Faster Processor Gates; Intel and TSMC in Arizona, Europe
Owing to such benefits, these kinds of FPGAs are highly integrated into battery management units ... advanced antenna systems, and others. Leading companies functioning in the global field ...
Field Programmable Gate Array (FPGA) Market Size: Application and Future Forecast by 2027
Alteration and mineralization suggest this is the highest temperature area of the Gate Zone porphyry copper system drilled to date and may ... July 7th at 9am PST / 12pm EST. Management will be ...
Kodiak Reports Increase in Strike Length of Gate Zone from 125 m to 800 m, Intersects 242 m of 0.52% CuEq in 575 m Step-Out
Few areas of the market are as cyclical as the materials sector, which is why it might pay to look at analysts' favorite materials stocks as we head into the second half of 2021. After all, shares in ...
7 Materials Stocks Analysts Love the Most
Furthermore, non-planar designs such as tri-gate transistors ... power management and cell instability. Dynamic RAM (DRAM) has also played a significant role in computing systems as the main ...
Integrated nanoelectronics for the future
Improving the efficiency of energy-intensive processes at manufacturing facilities is a fundamental step on the path to industrial decarbonization. To gain industry insight, DOE recently released a Re ...
AMO Seeks Input on Industry Uptake of Energy Management Systems that Use Smart Manufacturing Technologies
Meta Materials is a company ... commercialize the META glucoWISE Home Hub system. If successful, it could be a substantial leap forward in diabetes management, eliminating painful aspects of ...
Torchlight Energy Resources Is No More, but Meta Materials Looks Promising Post-Merger
Enabled by the ASIC (versus a field-programmable gate array), with power consumption ... The BlueRiver platform delivers a single programmable system on chip (SoC), which can be used to replace ...
Aurora Multimedia Corp. Launches New AV-over-IP Solution with Semtech’s BlueRiver® Platform
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TZP Group ("TZP"), a multi-strategy private equity firm, announced today that TZP Small Cap Partners II, L.P. has led a recapitalization of Force Management Holdings Company LLC ("Force Management"
or ...
TZP Group Leads Recapitalization of Force Management
The S&P/ASX 200 rose 0.5 per cent, or 32.7 points, to 7308, pushed higher by the materials and financial ... Wilson Asset Management’s WAM Strategic Value LIC, which will trade under the ticker ...
Banks and materials stocks lift ASX to 0.5pc gain
In order to solve the problem, Hu and his team had pioneered the development of a new ultrahigh thermal-management material in 2018 ... the Alfred P. Sloan Foundation; the National Science ...
Novel heat-management material keeps computers running cool
The tolling giant building the West Gate Tunnel claims the cost of the ... leaked to The Age reveal new details about the planned management of the huge amounts of rock and soil being dug up ...
West Gate Tunnel project faces $4b blowout amid contaminated soil crisis
KNOXVILLE, Tenn. (WATE) – An automotive parts manufacturer is creating 91 jobs and investing $5.5 million to upgrade and expand its Blount County facility. Flex-N-Gate made the announcement Tuesday.
Blount County car parts supplier expanding, adding 90 jobs
July 6 will mark the beginning of the Village’s return to normal, Village Management ... raise the gate and direct them to their destination. With the new key hardware system, the driver ...
Light at end of COVID tunnel getting closer in Laguna Woods
"We usually do our temperatures roundup around 5 p.m." June 17, 2:20 p.m. Local meteorologist Jan Null of Golden Gate Weather Services ... the Bay Area Air Quality Management District said in ...
Heat wave: 34-degree difference between 2 Bay Area towns, 6 miles apart
The start of the NC High School Athletic Association Class 3-A baseball state title series at J.P. Riddle Stadium in Fayetteville ... Officials at the gate have said they will make a decision ...

This book discusses reliability applications for power systems, renewable energy and smart grids and highlights trends in reliable communication, fault-tolerant systems, VLSI system design and embedded
systems. Further, it includes chapters on software reliability and other computer engineering and software management-related disciplines, and also examines areas such as big data analytics and ubiquitous
computing. Outlining novel, innovative concepts in applied areas of reliability in electrical, electronics and computer engineering disciplines, it is a valuable resource for researchers and practitioners of
reliability theory in circuit-based engineering domains.
Stakeholders show a growing interest for organic food and farming (OF&F), which becomes a societal component. Rather than questioning whether OF&F outperforms conventional agriculture or not, the
main question addressed in this book is how, and in what conditions, OF&F may be considered as a prototype towards sustainable agricultures. The book gathers 25 papers introduced in a first chapter. The
first section investigates OF&F production processes and its capacity to benefit from the systems functioning to achieve higher self-sufficiency. The second one proposes an overview of organic performances
providing commodities and public goods. The third one focuses on organics development pathways within agri-food systems and territories. As well as a strong theoretical component, this book provides an
overview of the new challenges for research and development. It questions the benefits as well as knowledge gaps with a particular emphasis on bottlenecks and lock-in effects at various levels.
The most comprehensive guide to highway diesel engines and their management systems available today, MEDIUM/HEAVY DUTY TRUCK ENGINES, FUEL & COMPUTERIZED MANAGEMENT
SYSTEMS, Fourth Edition, is a user-friendly resource ideal for aspiring, entry-level, and experienced technicians alike. Coverage includes the full range of diesel engines, from light duty to heavy duty, as well
as the most current diesel engine management electronics used in the industry. The extensively updated fourth edition features nine new chapters to reflect industry trends and technology, including a
decreased focus on outdated hydromechanical fuel systems, additional material on diesel electric/hydraulic hybrid technologies, and information on the principles and practices underlying current and
proposed ASE and NATEF tasks. With an emphasis on today’s computer technology that sets it apart from any other book on the market, this practical, wide-ranging guide helps prepare you for career
success in the dynamic field of diesel engine service. Important Notice: Media content referenced within the product description or the product text may not be available in the ebook version.
"This book focuses on information technology using sustainable green computing to reduce energy and resources used"--Provided by publisher.
Life is often considered to be a journey. The lifecycle of waste can similarly be considered to be a journey from the cradle (when an item becomes valueless and, usually, is placed in the dustbin) to the grave
(when value is restored by creating usable material or energy; or the waste is transformed into emissions to water or air, or into inert material placed in a landfill). This preface provides a route map for the
journey the reader of this book will undertake. Who? Who are the intended readers of this book? Waste managers (whether in public service or private companies) will find a holistic approach for improving
the environmental quality and the economic cost of managing waste. The book contains general principles based on cutting edge experience being developed across Europe. Detailed data and a computer
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model will enable operations managers to develop data-based improvements to their systems. Producers oj waste will be better able to understand how their actions can influence the operation of
environmentally improved waste management systems. Designers oj products and packages will be better able to understand how their design criteria can improve the compatibility of their product or
package with developing, environmentally improved waste management systems. Waste data specialists (whether in laboratories, consultancies or environ mental managers of waste facilities) will see how
the scope, quantity and quality of their data can be improved to help their colleagues design more effective waste management systems.

Precision agriculture is now 'main stream' in agriculture and is playing a key role as the industry comes to terms with the environment, market forces, quality requirements, traceability, vehicle guidance and
crop management. Research continues to be necessary and needs to be reported and disseminated to a wide audience. This book contains peer reviewed papers presented at the 9th European Conference
on Precision Agriculture, held in Lleida, Spain. The papers reflect the wide range of disciplines that impinge on precision agriculture: technology, crop science, soil science, agronomy, information technology,
decision support, remote sensing and others. The broad range of research topics reported will be a valuable resource for researchers, advisors, teachers and professionals in agriculture long after the
conference has finished.
To tackle the complex problems of life today, we need to coordinate a wide range of expertise. Systems concepts and methods offer the means of integrating the contributions of specialists, including
managers, scientists and engineers.The book introduces simple yet sound concepts and a language understandable to all concerned. Its methods of process modelling, systems analysis and design
complement traditional methods of engineering and management. It demonstrates those methods on problems arising from everyday life, industry, business, quality management and public
administration.This introductory book is suitable for managers and professionals, as well as undergraduates on business, engineering, computing and science courses who aspire to become professional
problem solvers./a
Lock Gates and Other Closures in Hydraulic Projects shares the authors practical experience in design, engineering, management and other relevant aspects with regard to hydraulic gate projects. This
valuable reference on the design, construction, operation and maintenance of navigation lock gates, movable closures of weirs, flood barriers, and gates for harbor and shipyard docks provides systematic
coverage on all structural types of hydraulic gates, the selection of gate types, and their advantages and disadvantages. The discussion includes the latest views in new domains, such as environmental
impact of hydraulic gate projects, sustainability assessments, relation with the issues of global climate change, handling accidents and calamities, and the bases of asset management. Heavily illustrated, this
reference provides a generous amount of case studies based on the author’s own and their colleagues’ experiences from recent projects in Europe, America and other continents. Presents extensive
coverage of the operational profiles of hydraulic closures, including gates in navigation locks, movable closures on river weirs, closures of flood barriers, spillway closures and valves, and more Outlines the
different structural types of hydraulic gates, including miter gates, vertical lift gates, flap and hinged crest gates, radial gates, rolling and barge gates, sector gates and many other Clearly outlines the selection
process for gates for navigation locks, river weirs, flood barriers, hydroelectric plants, shipyard docks and other hydraulic structures Provides comprehensive discussion of design loads and other actions to
which hydraulic gates may be subjected during their service life, followed by an overview of analysis methods and tools Addresses the newest challenges and concerns in hydraulic gate projects, such as
environmental impact of hydraulic gate projects, risk-based design, sustainability issues, handling accidents and calamities, and gate maintenance in view of asset management Presents the experiences
from many recent projects in Europe and America, including the rolling gates in large European sea locks, gates in the Panama Canal new locks, flood barriers in New Orleans and the Netherlands
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